Subject: Audit of Special Funds

1. I return herewith memorandum of 10 March 1947 from the Executive for P&A, and the draft memorandum of 10 March 1947 from the Chief, Special Funds, with our comments. The audit of special funds goes to the heart of the whole unvoucheded funds problem, and we shall attempt briefly to state our analysis.

2. We cannot state too strongly our opinion that unvoucheded funds have a unique status in our Government. All other funds of Executive Agencies are subject to the completely independent audit by the General Accounting Office. Congress has been fit by law to relieve 706 of this function and place entire responsibility upon the head of the department concerned. Congressional hearings, the Controller General's decisions and our own opinions have consistently held that this responsibility cannot be delegated. The Director may establish controls or abolish all controls in his discretion, but he may not divest himself of his responsibility for the proper disbursement of special funds. This unique status, therefore, necessarily takes the special funds problem out of normal command and administrative channels, and renders the Director's appointee for control of special funds directly responsible to the Director. This special channel in turn necessarily separates special funds from all voucheded funds and their administration. In our opinion, it is proper that this separation be kept complete, both to avoid confusion as to the funds and the methods of handling them, and to preserve the security essential to special funds operations. We feel that all control of the personal and administration branch over unvoucheded funds ceases and should cease upon budget allocation from basic appropriations to the special funds branch, in accordance with the decisions of the Projects Review Committee. This cessation of control, of course, in no way affects the routine administration by P&A of personnel within the Special Funds Branch.

3. There is no question as to the desirability of an audit of Special Funds. It is necessary to maintain the trust
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